We propose a new scheme for elasticity problems having discontinuity in the coefficients. In the previous work (Kwak et al., 2014), the authors suggested a method for solving such problems by finite element method using nonfitted grids. The proposed method is based on the 1 -nonconforming finite element methods with stabilizing terms. In this work, we modify the method by adding the consistency terms, so that the estimates of consistency terms are not necessary. We show optimal error estimates in 1 and divergence norms under minimal assumptions. Various numerical experiments also show optimal rates of convergence.
Introduction
Linear elasticity equations are important governing equations in continuum mechanics, they describe how solid objects are deformed when external forces are applied on them. In particular, elasticity interface problems are important in various fields such as solid mechanics, material sciences, and biological sciences. There are various numerical methods to solve these problems such as finite difference methods, finite volume methods, and finite element methods; see [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] and references therein. But the problems involving composite materials lead to the discontinuity in the coefficients of the governing equations. In this case, there are two types of numerical methods from the point of view of mesh generation. In the first type, people solve the problems by using fitted grid which is created to align with the interface [7, 8] ; another type is to use an unfitted (uniform) grid which is generated independently of the interface [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
Fitted grid method is well known and the most widely used accurate method but it has weaknesses for the time dependent problems which include moving interface. In moving interface problems, we need to regenerate the appropriate mesh for the interface which changes according to time. Therefore, it is not adequate to apply to the moving interface problems since this mesh generation has considerable computational costs.
However, using a fixed grid has an obvious advantage that we can use the mesh in the previous time step, in the case when the interface changes over time. Therefore, it is suitable for moving interface problems. There are two classes of methods which belong to this type. One is the extended finite element method (XFEM) and the other is the immersed finite element method (IFEM). In the XFEM, they use enrichment basis functions in addition to the standard finite element basis. Therefore, they have more degrees of freedom than the standard FEM. In IFEM, the degrees of freedom are the same as the standard FEM basis; instead we modify the shape functions so as to satisfy the interface conditions along the interior interface. Recently, Lin et al. [9] have suggested a numerical method for solving elasticity problem with an interface using rotated 1 -nonconforming finite element on uniform grids and Kwak et al. [10] proved the optimal error estimate for 1 -nonconforming finite element on triangular grids under an some extra regularity that the stress component belongs to 2 . In this paper, we modify the numerical scheme studied in [10] for the elasticity problem with an interface. We add consistency terms in the bilinear form to avoid the consistency term estimate. As a result, the extra regularity assumption which is necessary to estimate the consistency term error in the previous work [10] can be avoided. We prove optimal error estimates by the standard framework of finite 2 Advances in Mathematical Physics element error analysis, which includes proving the coercivity and boundedness of the bilinear form.
The rest of our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce a problem with interface along which Laplace-Young condition holds. In Section 3, we review the vector basis functions introduced in [10] based on the 1 nonconforming elements satisfying the interface conditions and discretize the problem using (uniform) triangular grids. In Section 4, we prove the approximation property of our finite element space and the coercivity of our variational form. Next, we prove optimal 1 and divergence norm error estimates. Finally, numerical experiments are presented in Section 5 for various Lamé constants and for shape interfaces.
Preliminaries
Let Ω be a connected, convex polygonal domain in R 2 which is divided into two subdomains Ω + and Ω − by 2 interface Γ = Ω + ∩ Ω − ; see Figure 1 . We assume the subdomains Ω + and Ω − are occupied by two different elastic materials. For a differentiable function k = (V 1 , V 2 ) and a tensor = ( ), we let ∇k = (
Then the displacement u = ( 1 , 2 ) of the elastic body under an external force satisfies the Navier-Lamé equation as follows:
where
are the stress tensor and the strain tensor, respectively, n is outward unit normal vector, is the identity tensor, and f ∈ ( 2 (Ω)) 2 is the external force. Here are the Lamé constants, satisfying 0 < 1 < < 2 and 0 < < ∞, and is Young's modulus and ] is the Poisson ratio. When the parameter → ∞, this equation describes the behavior of nearly incompressible material. Since the material properties are different in each region, we set Lamé constants = , = on Ω for = +, −.
2 and applying Green's identity in each domain Ω , we obtain
Summing over = +, − and applying the interior traction condition (4), we obtain the following weak form:
As usual, (⋅, ⋅) denotes the 2 (Ω) inner product. Then we have the following result [5, 13] . 
A Consistent IFEM Based on Crouzeix-Raviart (CR) Element
In this section, we propose a new IFEM for elasticity equation with interface, by modifying the method suggested in [10] .
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More specifically, we use the modified CR element [16] and add consistency terms similar to those of the discontinuous Galerkin (DG) formulation [17] , but our methods have the same degrees of freedom as those in [10] , which has the same degrees of freedom as the standard CR FEM. Here we need to clarify some notations. The bracket [⋅] means the jump across the interface:
Let {T ℎ } be a given quasi-uniform triangulations of Ω by the triangles of maximum diameter ℎ. We allow the grid to be cut by the interface. Let the collection of all the interior edges of ∈ T ℎ be denoted by E. For every ∈ E, there are two elements 1 and 2 sharing as a common edge. Let n , = 1, 2 be the unit outward normal vector to the boundary of . We choose a direction of the normal vector, say n = n 1 for each edge , and fix it once and for all. For functions V defined on 1 ∪ 2 , we let {⋅} denote the average across ; that is,
We call an element ∈ T ℎ an interface element if the interface Γ passes through the interior of ; otherwise, we call it a noninterface element. Let T * ℎ be the collection of all interface elements. We assume the following situations which are easily satisfied when ℎ is small enough:
(i) The interface intersects the edges of an element at no more than two points.
(ii) The interface intersects each edge at most once, except possibly it passes through two vertices.
The main idea of the IFEM for elasticity problem is to use two pieces of linear shape functions (vector form) on an interface element to construct a new shape function that satisfy the Laplace-Young condition. We set, for = 1, 2, . . . , 6,
and require these functions that satisfy the nodal value conditions (edge average), continuity, and jump conditions along the interface (see Figure 2 ): It is shown in [10] that these twelve conditions uniquely determine the basis functionŝ, = 1, . . . , 6. We denote byN ℎ ( ) the space of functions generated bŷ , = 1, . . . , 6 constructed above. Using this local finite element space, we define the global immersed finite element spaceN ℎ (Ω) bŷ
∫̂1 = ∫̂2 ; if 1 and 2 share an edge
First we note the identity
Multiplying (2) by k ∈ ( 1 ( )) 2 , integration by parts and using (17), we see
We now propose an IFEM scheme for (2)- (5) based on the form (18) . 
The variations of CRIFEM-C scheme are motivated to IIPG, SIPG, and NIPG of DG methods ( = 0, = 1, and = −1, resp.). In this paper we prove the case = 1 only. Other cases can be similarly proved.
If the last two terms in (21) are not present, it is the same as the CRIFEM studied in [10] . The difference between our new scheme and CRIFEM lies in the consistency terms.
Error Analysis
We introduce necessary function spaces and norms. Let ≥ 0 be an integer. For any domain , we let ( ) be the usual Sobolev space with (semi)norms denoted by |⋅| , and ‖⋅‖ , . For = 1, 2 and any domain = (∈T ℎ ) or = Ω, let
with norms 
When a finite element triangulation {T ℎ } is involved, the norm ‖u‖
is understood as piecewise:
We need subspaces of (̃2( )) 2 and (̃2(Ω)) 2 satisfying the jump conditions:
At last, we introduce the following mesh dependent energylike norms
Throughout the paper, the constants , 0 , 1 , and so forth are generic constants independent of the mesh size ℎ and functions u, k but may depend on the problem data , , f, and Ω and are not necessarily the same on each occurrence.
Approximation Property ofN ℎ ( ).
We need an interpolation operator: for any u ∈ ( 1 ( )) 2 , we define ℎ u ∈N ℎ ( ) using the average of u on each edge of by
and call ℎ u the interpolant of u inN ℎ ( ). We then define ℎ u for u ∈ (
The following result is shown in [10] .
Proposition 2. For any u ∈ (̃2 Γ (Ω))
2 , there exists a constant > 0 such that for = 0, 1
where fl max =+,− .
Proposition 3. Let u be the solution of (2). We have
for some constant > 0.
Proof. Since the estimates of other terms are given in [10] , it suffices to show that the term ∑ ∈E ∫ ℎ|{ (u − ℎ u) ⋅ n}| 2 is bounded by ‖u − ℎ u‖ 1,ℎ . It can be proved by splitting (u − ℎ u) ⋅ n into normal and tangential component; see [18] for details. The conclusion will follow from Proposition 2.
To prove the coercivity of our bilinear form, we need the following lemmas.
Lemma 4 (Korn's inequality [5, 19] ). Let ⊂ R , = 2, 3 be a simply connected domain. There exists constant ( ) > 0 such that
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Corollary 5. There exists constant̂0 > 0 such that
Proof. By Lemma 4 and approximation property, we have
Hence, we get the result.
Lemma 6.
There exists constant̂1 > 0 such that
where ⊂ is an edge of .
Proof. It can be obtained by the similar technique in [18].
Now we show ℎ -form is bounded and coercive.
Lemma 7. If we choose large enough, there exists constant
0 , 1 > 0 such that the following holds:
Proof. Boundedness is trivial by definition of ℎ -form. Using Corollary 5 and using Lemma 6 we have
for every > 0. Hence, we have
If we choose < 1 and large enough so that
Now we are ready to show our main result.
Theorem 8.
Let u (resp., u ℎ ) be the solution of (2) (resp., (19) ). Then we have
Proof. By triangular inequality, we have
From Lemma 7, it follows that
So we have
By Proposition 3, we have
Remark 9. If, in addition, the following relation
holds, then the result of Theorem 8 becomes
It means that the our estimate holds uniformly when → ∞. Furthermore, one can show the following 2 estimate by the standard duality argument:
Numerical Results
In this section we present numerical examples. The domain is Ω = (−1, 1) × (−1, 1). The interface is the zero set of ( , )
with various values of and . For numerical simulation we partition the domain into uniform right triangles having size ℎ = 2 − , = 3, 4, . . ..
Example 1.
In this example, we test two sets of parameters and radii of the interface.
(1) We choose − = 1, + = 100, = 5 , and 0 = 0.36.
(2) We choose − = 1, + = 10, = 5 , and 0 = 0.48. Tables 1 and 2 show the convergence behavior of our numerical schemes for both examples. In both cases, we see the optimal order of convergence in 2 , 1 , and divergence norms. -components of the solution are plotted in Figures 3  and 4 . 
with various values of and .
Advances in Mathematical Physics 7 Table 2 : − = 1, + = 10, and = 5 . Table 3 : − = 1, + = 10, and = 100 . Table 4 : − = 1, + = 10, and = 1000 . (1) We let − = 1, + = 10, = 5 , 0 = 0.4.
(2) We let − = 1, + = 100, = 5 , 0 = 0.3. Tables 5 and 6 show the convergence behavior. We observe similar optimal convergence rates for all norms. Figures 7 and 8 show the -components of the solution. Figure 9 shows the -component of the computed solution.
Conclusion
We presented a numerical scheme using a uniform grid for the elasticity problem with an interface. This is a modification of the scheme studied in [10] by adding consistency terms. This scheme is very useful in computing problems with moving interface since we use a grid independent of the interface. We proved an optimal order of convergence in 1 -norm with minimal assumption. Numerical results show the efficiency of our method.
